Kick Off CTE Torino
6 luglio 2021 ore 10
On line Event @ CSI NEXT
Corso Unione Sovietica 214, Torino (Italy)

10.00 - 10.20 Opening and Institutional Greetings
Chiara Appendino, Mayor of the Municipality of Turin
Laura Castelli, Deputy Prime Minister MEF*
Letizia Maria Ferraris, President CSI Piedmont
Vincenzo Zezza, MISE, Directorate General for Territorial Activities Piedmont and Valle D'Aosta

10.20 - 10.30 Turin House of Emerging Technologies - The Vision & the Value offer
Marco Pironti, Councilor for Innovation and Smart City of the City of Turin

10.30 – 11.00 Opening Ceremony and remote visit of CSI NEXT spaces with indoor drones
Marco Pironti, Councilor for Innovation and Smart City of the City of Turin
Partners CTE NEXT
Luisa Rizzo, young drones pilot

11.00 - 11.15 5G and emerging tech within CTE NEXT
Mirko Berlier, Sales System Architect, Cisco Italy
Enrico Mercadante, Lead for Specialists Team Southern Europe and Innovation for Italy, Cisco
Daniele Franceschini, Technology Innovation Director TIM

11.15 - 11.45 Acceleration and development of innovative start-ups: what ingredients?
Chairman: Barbara Graffino, Ceo Talent Garden Fondazione Agnelli
Loris De Gioanni, CTO and Founder SYSDIG
Francesca Moriani, CEO VAR GROUP

11.45 - 12.15 An international look at local innovation ecosystems from Europe and beyond
Chairman: Nicola Farronato, Head of Innovation Team (Municipality of Turin)
Colin Talbert, BDC, introducing Baltimore Innovation Ecosystem
Judith O’Meara, Director of EIT Mobility

12.15 - 12.30 Conclusions and remote visit of CSI NEXT spaces with Skycopter indoor drones
Marco Pironti, Councilor for Innovation and Smart City of the City of Turin
Pietro Pacini, General Director CSI Piemonte

*to be confirmed